In this paper, we shall be concerned with the question of what conditions on minimal transformation groups will guarantee that they are disjoint. Generalizing a result of I. BronSteïn about lifting of minimality through group extensions to associated bitransformation groups, we prove that in a large class of transformation groups, disjointness is equivalent to disjointness of their maximal equicontinuous factors. In the abelian case, this means that disjointness is equivalent to no common factor in the class of flows discussed.
Introduction.
Several authors ( [2] , [4] , and [5] ) have been concerned with the problem of when disjointness in abelian minimal transformation groups is equivalent to no common factors. The best result is found in [5, Theorem 12] , where it is shown that if two metric transformation groups are both PD transformation groups (built by successive proximal and distal extensions), then they are disjoint iff they have no common factors. In this paper, we show that if only one transformation group is a PD transformation group, then the same result holds. Moreover, we can relax the metric assumption completely on one transformation group, and partially on the other. The main idea involved is lifting minimality through a special type of group extension called an associated bitransformation group. Finally, an application is given in the point-distal case.
All transformation groups in this paper will have compact T2 phase spaces and discrete acting groups. We recall that two minimal transformation groups (X, T), (Y, T) are disjoint if (Xx Y, T) is minimal. By a bitransformation group (G, X, T), we shall mean that G is a freely-acting compact topological group of automorphisms of (X, T) acting in a jointly-continuous fashion on X. We shall denote the equicontinuous and distal structure relations by S(X) and D(X) respectively; thus (X/S(X), T) and (XjD(X), T) are the maximal equicontinuous and distal factors of (X, T) respectively. The notation tp:(X, T)-(Y, T) means that cp is a [November homomorphism from (X, T) onto ( Y, T), or ( Y, T) is a factor of (X, T). If cp(x)=cp(xx) implies x and xx are distal (resp. proximal), then cp is called a distal (resp. proximal) extension. A related type of extension is given as follows: set R(X, Y)={(x, xx)\cp(x)=cp(xx)}, and define Q(X, Y)= f] {cls(R(X, Y)r\tx.T)\a. index on X}. Then cp is an almost periodic extension if Q(X, Y)=A, the diagonal. We shall encounter all three types of extensions in this paper.
Finally, it should be noted that R. Ellis has obtained another proof, using the algebraic machinery, of some of these results.
2. Associated bitransformation groups. Our major goal will be to lift disjointness through certain types of extensions which are generalizations of group extensions. We shall need to generalize the following result of Bronsteïn [1] to these extensions:
is minimal iff (X\G, T) and (X\S(X), T) are minimal.
We now define the necessary type of extension. Definition (2.2). Let (G, X, T) be a bitransformation group with G compact and acting jointly continuously on X. Let M be a compact F2 space, and suppose that (G, M) is a left transformation group. Since G is compact, we have that the orbit space XxMjG is compact, T2. Also, if M is a point, then we recover (isomorphically) (G, X, T).
Lemma (2.3). Let (G,XxM, T) be an M-associated bitransformation group. Suppose that (X, T) is minimal, and (G, M) is transitive. Then (Xx M\G, T) is minimal.
Proof.
Let (x, m), (xx, mx) e Xx M\G. Since G acts transitively on M,
we have that w^g-1/?. for some g G G. Thus, (xl5 mx) = (g~l(gxx),g~1m) = (gxx, m). Since (X, F) is minimal, we have that xtn-+gxx for some net Let (X, T), (X0, T) be minimal transformation groups such that (X, T) is quasi-separable and a distal extension of (X0, T). Then there exists an ordinal v and families ((Xa, T)\a^v), ((Yx, F)|a^v) such that:
(1) (Xv, T)~(X, T).
(2) // aO, then (Ya+X, T) is a group extension of(Xx, T) and (Xa+X, T)
is an almost periodic extension of (Xa, T). The important point to note is that (X, T) is built from (X0, T) via the family ((Xt, T)\a.^v), and not by the group extensions ((Yx+X, T)\ol^v). With almost periodic extensions, we have the following lemma. A proof of this lemma can be found in [2, (12, 13) and (12, 14)], together with the fact that G can be chosen with a compact T2 group topology which yields a jointly continuous action on Z [2, (14.11), (14.26)]. In the metric case, almost periodic extensions can be replaced by isometric extensions [2, (1.2) of notes, Chapter 15], and the lemma is implicit in Furstenberg's original paper on distal transformation groups.
3. Disjointness relations. In preparation for the main result, we now state some algebraic preliminaries. We shall be considering minimal transformation groups (X, T), (Y, T) whose associated algebras sé, 36% (u) satisfy sé, 36^df={fe
3I(«)|/? g 21(h) (t e T)}. This class includes point-distal and abelian transformation groups. It satisfies the property that disjointness is determined by the groups A, B of sé, 36, respectively; (X, T) is disjoint from (Y, T) iff AB=G [2, (18.7)]. See [3] as a general reference.
We also can define the class PD(F) of proximal-distal transformation groups for a given discrete group Fas follows: Let 360=é', the universal equicontinuous algebra, 36x=¿>*=3¿, i.e., the maximal distal algebra extension of S, which is 3¿, the universal distal algebra, V32=2I(Z)), the maximal proximal algebra extension of 3¿ (here D is the group of Si).
In general, suppose 3$x+x is defined. If (\&x+x\, Tf-+(\36a\, T) is a proximal extension, define 36a+2=36*+x, the maximal distal extension algebra of á?a+1, if 3$*+x^36x+x. Otherwise, stop the process. If (\33a+x\, Ty-*(\38a\, T) is a distal extension, define 36a,+2=Ç!&.(B!l+x), the maximal proximal extension, if %(BX+X)^36a+X. Otherwise, stop the process. At limit ordinals y, set 36y=(36a\a.<.y), the generated subalgebra. Now there exists a minimal ordinal a0 with crd a0^crd(<tf((3F)) for which the process stops. Define PD(F) = {^|a<a0}. If jé<=^L(u), the maximal PD subalgebra is sér\3 §" where ß is minimal with respect to sé n 36ß+x=se C\ 36ß. Finally sé is a PD algebra (and (\sé\, T) a PD transformation group) if sé<=-36x, for some a. Thus, i\sé\, T) can be built by a chain of successive distal and proximal extensions starting from its maximal equicontinuous factor.
Finally, we say that (X, T) is totally quasi-separable if (X, T) and every factor are quasi-separable. Clearly, this holds if X is metric. It also holds when F supports a a-compact topological group topology under which the action is jointly continuous. For then the associated algebra sé<=-3?, the bounded right uniformly continuous functions on T, and thus so is every subalgebra. Again, see [4] .
We show now the following useful lemma.
Lemma ( If ß' is a limit ordinal and (X, T)±(Yß, T) for ß^ß', then (X, T)± (Yß.,T): Yß-= invlimß<ß' Yß implies that XxYß, = in\ lim/,<í-XxYß.
Since (XxYß, T) is minimal if ß<ß', we then have that (XxYp, T) is minimal, as desired.
The proof of the lemma is now completed by transfinite induction.
We now prove the main result Theorem (3.3). Let (X, T) and ( Y, T) be Jf -transformation groups such that ( Y, T) is a PD transformation group and totally quasi-separable. Then (X, T)±(Y, T)iff(X¡S(X), T)±(YIS(Y), T). Proof. We have that there exists a family ((Yy, T)\y^y0) with (Y0, T)~(Y/S(Y), T) and the extensions being either proximal or distal, or an inverse limit, and (Yyo, F)c__(F, T).
Assume that (X¡S(X), T)_L(Y/S(Y), T). Then by (
is a proximal extension of (Yx, T), then the fact that (X, F)J_(Fa+1, T) is obvious from the groups [2, (18.8)] . If (Yx+i, T) is a distal extension of (Ya, T), then we use (3.2) to show that (X, T)±(YX+X, T). Handling the inverse limit case as in (3.2), we conclude by transfinite induction that (X, T) _L (Y, T), as desired. This completes the proof, since the other way is trivial.
As a corollary, we now show that disjointness and no common factor are equivalent in the abelian case when one transformation group is PD. The other way is obvious. Ellis has recently proved a result which implies among other things that if one starts with a point-distal metric transformation group (X, T) with the distal point coming from u, then one can extend the Veech theory to produce a PD metric transformation group (X*, T) which is almost automorphic over (X, T) and also has u yielding a distal point. This
